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15 Steps for Maternity toolkit
for Maternity Voice Partnerships,
and Co-production

What is the 15 Steps?
“I can tell what kind of care my daughter is going to get within 15 Steps of walking on to a ward”, said a mum
whose daughter was regularly admitted to hospital due to an ongoing health condition.

None of these translate well into maternity services, but the concept was very relevant for people using maternity
services, and Maternity Voices Partnerships are well placed to do this.

What is a Maternity Voice Partnership (MVP)?
A team of people who have used or are representing those who use local maternity
services, provider staff - midwives, maternity support workers, and doctors, with local
commissioners, who work together to review and
co-produce local maternity services.
The 15 Steps for Maternity toolkit has been co-produced for use by MVPs.

How does the 15 Steps for Maternity
work?
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The MVP agrees a time to do the 15 Steps
The MVP facilitates small teams made up of a recent user,
a provider staff member and one other; could be a
commissioner or trust board member
Each small team visits maternity settings to get a ‘feel’ for
the environment and care provided there, using the
Observation Guides as a prompt
Initial thoughts are provided to the staff member
responsible for that setting
Findings discussed and any actions agreed either when the
small teams re-gather or during a regular MVP meeting.

This toolkit asks people to consider the ‘feel’ of the space
where maternity care is provided…
“Is it welcoming & informative?”
“Is it safe & clean?”
“Is it friendly & personal?”
“Is it organised & calm?”

We know first impressions can
inspire confidence in a service
and these are critical themes
for people using maternity
services.

The 15 Steps for Maternity will sit within the existing NHS England Suite of 15 Steps toolkits.
It brings together those who use maternity services, providers, and commissioners within Local Maternity
Systems to review together where and how maternity care is provided.
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